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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Features
Orbit GCS is an advanced gauging tool that is supplied either as
software for installation on an end user’s computer or can be
purchased pre-installed on an industrial computer supplied by
Solartron Metrology. The software of Orbit GCS hereafter
referred to as “GCS” (Orbit Gauge Computer Software) is an
advanced package with multiple measuring dimensions or
channels which can perform multipoint or single point
measurements at very high precisions when used with
Solartron’s Orbit® Digital Measurement Network as part of in
line or final inspection for production.
Orbit GCS can interface up to 150 Orbit® Digital Probes, specialist transducers such as Block
Gauges, Flexures and MiniProbes or Modules such as the Encoder Input Module, Analogue
Input Module, Air Gauge Module, Digital Input Output Module, Linear Encoder, and, via the
Wireless Communication Module can take inputs from multiple Wireless Hand Tools.
Probes or modules can be algebraically combined with powerful maths and control formulas to
display dimensions including roundness, run out etc.

P
2
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The user interface is very
intuitive and offers several
screen options for
measurement feedback,
including bars and digital
readouts. All metrology
functions like zero and preset
are provided. Data can be
saved via logging either to a
built-in hard drive or a USB
drive.

Probe and
Modules are
allocated to
Dimensions
and
processed by
formulas to
display
measurement
information
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1.1 Concepts
Definitions

Modules

Orbit Modules. Most modules provide a single reading, with the
exception of DIOM/DIOM2 modules and WCMs. DIOM/DIOM2s have a
number of I/O pins. WCM modules connect to up to six devices, each
device can have multiple channels. Each reading, pin and channel is
available as a GCS input.

Formulas

A library of mathematical formulas (A+B for example). Each formula has
a number of parameters. Each parameter is a definition, its use is
determined by a mapping between inputs and the parameter of a
dimension formula. This means that the parameter A of the formula A+B
Can be mapped to a different input on different dimensions and therefore
have a different value on that dimension.

Mapping

A mapping between an input, such as a module reading, DIOM pin,
WCM channel etc. and a formula parameter. Each dimension has its own
mappings between GCS inputs and formula parameters.

Dimension

An individual measurement dimension of a part. Each dimension
receives a value obtained by evaluating the formula assigned to it, with
the values obtained from the inputs, via a mapping to the formula
parameters (each dimension has its own input to parameter mapping).

Gauge

A chart or readout of a dimension value shown on screen.

Log File

A file written to disk containing the dimension values.
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Information Flow

The diagram above illustrates a GCS configured with four modules and two dimensions each
using a formula A+B.
Dimension 1

Dimension 2

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

(Reading = 1)

(Reading = 2)

(Reading = 3)

(Reading = 4)

2

1

4

3

Mappings

Mappings
A+B

Formula = A + B
A = Module 1
B = Module 2

Formula Library

A+B

A=1
B=2

A+B

Formula = A + B
A = Module 3
B = Module 4

A=3
B=4

A+B

Maths Engine
Dimension 1 = 3
Dimension 2 = 7

3

3

7

7

Log File
Gauge

Values Logged: 3,7

Gauge
Value Displayed: 7

Value Displayed: 3

Step 1: Each module is read, in this example Module 1 reads1, Module 2 reads 2 etc.
Step 2: Each input is mapped to a formula parameter. In this case:
• Dimension 1: A=1 and B=2,

• Dimension 2: A=3 and B=4.

Step 3: The maths engine processes the formula.
• Dimension 1 the result evaluated is 3, • Dimension 2 the result evaluated is 7.
Step 4: The results are logged and displayed.
• Dimension 1 displays 3,

• Dimension 2 displays 7

• The values 3 and 7 are logged to the log file.
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1.2 Licensing Options
The Orbit Gauge Computer System has a modular licensing model enabling you to purchase to
additional features as and when required. Contact your Solartron representative to purchase an
upgrade. Refer to the manual section Licence Manager for instructions on how to import a
licence file.
Licence Options:
These are the features provided by the licence packages.
Free,
Unregistered

5 Modules

Communicates with up to five Orbit Modules.

1 Network

Provides a single Orbit Network

Basic Fixed Maths

A library of built in numeric and logical formulas..

1 Part

Stores the configuration of the measurement dimensions
and other GCS settings of a single part.

150 Modules (per
network)

This option removes the five Orbit module limit enabling
Orbit GCS to communicate with as many modules as your
Orbit Interface Modules can support.

Logging

This option enables logging readings to disk.

20 Networks

This option enables Orbit GCS to communicate with up to
20 Orbit Networks.

1000 Parts

This option enables the GCS Part Manager (see Part
Manager).

Advanced Maths

This option enables the maths formula editor (see Maths
Page). This enables user defined mathematical formulas.

Batch Mode

This option enables Orbit GCS to log a batch of items in a
single log file (see Start Log (Batch Mode)).

Upgrade
Package 2

Mastering

This option enables Orbit GCS to calibrate probe inputs in
relation to reference masters.

Upgrade
Package 3

SPC

This option enables Orbit GCS to create SPC charts and
histograms. It also enables Orbit GCS monitoring for out of
control SPC charts during logging.

Free,
Registered

Upgrade
Package 1
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1.3 Documentation Cross-Reference
502990

Orbit3 System Manual

Details on installation and electrical
requirements for the OrbitLibrary compatible
products (including Orbit GCS).

502914

Orbit3 Module Manual

Details on installation and electrical
requirements.

503094

Digital Probe, Orbit ACS Detailing the specific requirements for using
and Linear Encoder
the Digital Probe (DP), Orbit ACS and Linear
User Leaflet
Encoder such as mounting details

502923

Digital Mini Probe User
Leaflet

Detailing the specific requirements for using
the Digital Mini Probe such as mounting details

502924

Digital Block Gauge
User Leaflet

Detailing the specific requirements for using
the Digital Block Gauge such as mounting
details

502925

Digital Lever Probe User Detailing the specific requirements for using
Leaflet
the Digital Lever Probe such as mounting
details

502906

Digital Flexure Gauge
User Leaflet

503145

Orbit Laser
Detailing the specific requirements for using
Triangulation Probe (LT) the LT Laser Probe such as product handling
& configuration

503158

Orbit high performance
Laser Triangulation
Probe (LTH)

503585

Detailing the specific requirements for using
the Digital Flexure Gauge such as mounting
details

Detailing the specific requirements for using
the LTH Laser Probe such as product handling
& configuration
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1.4 Software Installation
Orbit GCS requires the Solartron Orbit3 Support Pack for Windows to be installed on the
Windows PC prior to commencing installation of the Orbit GCS. The latest Orbit3 Support Pack
for Windows can be freely downloaded from https://www.solartronmetrology.com/service-andsupport/resource-centre/software-driver-download

GCS Software installation
1. Double Click on the
Installer Icon. The user
account control window may
appear, if it does click yes to
grant permission for the
installer to make changes to
your computer.

Click next on the next screen
that appears to commence
installation

Choose an installation
location for the GCS software.
We recommend you accept
the default location.
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Click Install to commence
installation

After successfully installing
Orbit GCS software this
screen will appear.
Click Close and the software
will be ready for use.
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1.5 Connecting to the Orbit Digital Measurement Network
Orbit GCS connects to the Orbit Measurement Network using any of the Solartron Controller
Modules but best performance is obtained with the USB Interface Module (USBIM). The USBIM
can interface up to 150 Digital Probes or Modules and provides power for up to 4 modules
depending on Module type.
For further information refer to the Orbit System Manual 502990 which is available at:
https://www.solartronmetrology.com/service-and-support/resource-centre/manuals

A typical installation is shown below:
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2 USING ORBIT GCS
2.1 Introduction
Orbit GCS is designed to operate on a computer that supports Microsoft Windows 10.
To start Orbit GCS double click the Orbit GCS Icon. For first time use the screen below will
appear.
You must obtain a licence from Solartron Metrology to enable the optional software modules of
Orbit GCS.

The information on the screen is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GCS Version Number
GCS System Name (default: untitled)
GCS Mode (Stopped) and Orbit Network Status (Disconnected)
Soft Keys (Unassigned)
Measurement and Logging Indicators. Measurement flashes whilst readings are being
taken from the inputs. Logging flashes each time a sample is triggered in logging mode.
6. Tab Keys – these are used to navigate Orbit GCS as nothing is set up the only options
are MENU, EXIT and SET DISPLAY
To set up Orbit GCS for use connect it to an Orbit Network via an Orbit Controller
(Recommended USBIM). Then use the MENU key to select the appropriate set up screen.
Once the MENU key has been selected the tab keys shown below are available to enter the
screen click the appropriate button. The function of each button is explained in the following
sections.

Note: Before use Orbit GCS may require licencing to enable access to optional modules of the
software. Follow the process in the section Licence Manager.
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2.2 Menu Screens
2.2.1 System Screen
The System Screen is used for setting up Orbit GCS software licensing and other global system
settings. There are different levels of licensing depending on the options purchased. The
System screen also allows the Supervisor to enable which screens can be accessed by the
operator and set up a password to prevent operators entering the Supervisor screens.

The options on the Computer screen are detailed below

1. System Name (Default: untitled) – The system can be given a relevant name e.g.
“CP1: Line 4 Gauge 6”. The name can be up to 20 characters long.
2. Internal Keyboard – If using a touch screen check the internal keypad box to enable
the GCS touch keyboard.
3. Supervisor Screen – Protects selected setup screens with a password.
4. Licence Manager – See section Licence Manager.
5. Backup/Restore – Saves and recovers system settings to a backup file.
6. Setup Operators – Edits the Operators List (see section Operators)
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2.2.1.1 Supervisor Screen
The Supervisor screen can be used to set up a password for Orbit GCS, this password is then
required to enter the Supervisor screen. This allows the Supervisor to lock other screens to
prevent operator access.
Screens can be locked and unlocked by clicking the appropriate button next to the screen
name. The default condition of Orbit GCS is all screens unlocked.
The SPC options are only available when GCS is licenced for SPC.
SPC Exit Out Of Control Charts restricts exiting the chart screen that appears when an SPC
control chart first enters an out of control condition. When locked it requires the supervisor to
enter the system password to exit the chart screen.
All screens will be unlocked until a password is set.

To remove an existing password, click the clear button. After entering the existing password the
password will be removed from the GCS and all screens can be accessed without the
password.
To set a password click the set button. If the system currently has a password you will be
required to enter it, then the screen below will appear.

Enter and confirm your password. Click save to set the password.
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2.2.1.2 Licence Manager
The licence manager is accessed from the System configuration page and manages licence
certificates providing access to the optional software modules of Orbit GCS.

The option for the licence manager are detailed below
1.

Generates a request key. This must be provided to Solartron Metrology so that a
licence certificate for your hardware can be created.

2.

Copies the request key to your clipboard. We recommend that you use the copy and
paste functions of Windows when sending the request key to Solartron to ensure
that it is transcribed exactly as generated.

3.

Imports a certificate provided by Solartron into Orbit GCS to enable optional software
modules.

4.

Deactivates a licence certificate to allow moving a licence to new hardware.
Once deactivated a certificate cannot be reused and a new one must be obtained,
only use this function when instructed to by a Solartron representative.
The deactivation ID once generated can be provided to Solartron to allow a new
licence certificate to be generated.

5.

503585
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2.2.1.3 Operators
The operators list is accessed from the system configuration page and is used to restrict access
to mastering. Defining operators is only available if Orbit GCS is licenced for mastering.

Supervisor level operators can create initial masters and amend the mastering parameters such
as the wear offset. Normal operators can only remaster using the values defined in the initial
master.

The operators list is common to all parts, enabling supervisor level access to an operator
enables supervisor access to all parts. If access to mastering is restricted to supervisors then a
system for Orbit GCS should be defined to prevent operators granting themselves supervisor
level access. See section Supervisor Screen.

The options are:
Add:

Adds a new operator.

Edit:

Edits the selected operator. An operators passcode can also be changed
here.

Delete:

Deletes the operator.

Close

Returns to the System Screen.
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On clicking add or edit the amend operator screen will appear:

The values are:
Operator Code:

A code to identify the operator (e.g. employee number)

Operator Name:

The operators name.

Access Level:

The access level granted to the operator. Operators can remaster but
not create the initial master. Supervisors can access all mastering
options.

The buttons are:
OK:

Makes the changes to the user and returns to the operators list.

Cancel:

Exits without making changes to the user.

Set Passcode

Sets a passcode the operator must enter before the operator can
access mastering.

Clear Passcode:

Removes the operators passcode allowing access without a passcode.

To set a passcode click the “Set Passcode” button.

Enter and confirm the operators passcode. The operators passcode will be changed.
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2.2.2 Hardware Screen
This screen is where the Orbit Networks are configured. The screen provides facilities to






Connect to a network
Add modules and name modules
Show module details
Create measurement dimensions automatically for individual probes
Advanced controls

2.2.2.1 Connect to a Network
First connect and create the physical Orbit network. Do not connect and remove modules
whilst the Orbit GCS is connected to the Orbit Network. If Orbit GCS has not been
connected to an Orbit Network the Network screen will look as below.
The Connect button is
used to Connect to Orbit
Networks on the host PC
USB port. This is the
best way to use Orbit
GCS.
Once the network is
found the screen will
show it under the
networks section

If the Show Advanced
features checkbox is
enabled the buttons to
the right of the Networks
list also become visible.
These provide a number
of additional features to
assist in configuring an
Orbit Network.
The WCM Config utility
allows a Wireless
Controller to be set up
for using Wireless Hand
tools. For detailed
explanation of the other
buttons see the Orbit
Software Manual
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2.2.2.2 Adding Modules and Naming Modules

Orbit modules/probes can be added to the network in several ways. The simplest method is to
use the Find All Modules button that will get all the modules/probes connected to the networks
and automatically add them.
The order of the modules can be changed by selecting any module and moving it up or down in
the listings.
The modules/probes may be added using any of the other Orbit methods including:

Add ID

Manually enter the module/probe 10 digit ID code as printed on the module
label.

Notify Add

For a probe press the tip in to add it to the network. For another module
type, change the reading value.

Load Network

Adds modules previously added to this network in their original position(s).
Compatible modules may be swapped using this feature and will assume the
module ID of the previous module from the TCON.

Find All Modules

This button in the advanced network controls section functions the same as
the main Find All Modules button, but for the selected network only.

Import

This imports an Orbit XML configuration file.

WCM Config

WCM modules must first be configured with the devices they will
communicate with using this utility.

The module/probe information is shown to the right of the Module list. To choose which
module/probe information is displayed select the module/probe in the list by clicking the
anywhere on the module/probe line.
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To see further information or change the module/probe name first select the module and then
use the EDIT button to produce the sub screen Module Details

Hint: The Hardware screen also has a Create Dimensions button this can be used to quickly
create a Dimension for the Individual Module/Probe selected
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2.2.2.3 Hardware Screen Network Controls Reference

1. Connect

Connects to all Orbit Networks.

2. Disconnect

Disconnects from all Orbit Networks.

3. Find All Modules

Finds new modules on all Orbit Networks. If a network is
selected finding module commences at the selected network
and continues until the licenced number of networks is reached,
wrapping back to the top of the networks list when the last
network is reached.

4. Clear All Modules

Clears removes every module from every network.

5. Add Network

Adds a network by entering its 10 digit ID (on the controller
label).

6. Load Network

Adds modules previously added to the selected Orbit Network.
Compatible modules will assume the module ID of the previous
module on a network if removed and replaced from the same
TCON (disconnect from Orbit whilst physically removing and
adding modules).

7. Delete Network

Removes the selected network and all modules associated with
that network from the GCS configuration.

8. Find All Modules

Finds new modules on the selected network.

9. Clear Modules

Removes all modules from the selected network.

10 Clear TCON Errors

Clears Module ID’s saved in TCONS.

11. Import

Imports a standard Orbit XML file allowing a preconfigured Orbit
Network to be loaded from other Orbit applications.

12. Export

Exports the selected Orbit network to a standard Orbit XML file.

13 Registration

Runs the Orbit3 registration utility to configure Orbit settings to
communicate with RS232IM and ETHIM modules.

14. WCM Config

Runs the Wireless Communication Module utility to associate
wireless hand tools with a WCM Input Module.

15. Allow OS Suspend

Clearing this will prevent the PC Orbit GCS is running on
entering sleep or hibernate power saving mode. Orbit GCS must
be restarted if the PC it is running on enters sleep or hibernate
mode whilst the GCS is communicating with an Orbit Network
as communication errors will be generated.
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2.2.2.4

Hardware Screen Module Section Reference

1. Selected / All Modules

Toggles the network list between displaying all modules
and modules associated with the selected network only.

2. Up Down Buttons

Moves the selected module up or down in the list of
modules. Be aware that module movement is restricted,
attempting to move a module will fail if the following
restrictions are broken: 1) Modules must remain in
network order. 2) Older non Readburst capable modules
must be after Readburst capable modules on a network
3) Offline modules must be at the very end of the network
they are associated with.

3. Edit.

Edits module settings for a module. See the module
settings pages for the module type in section.

4. Delete

Removes a module from the GCS configuration

5. Add ID

Adds a module to the selected network using its 10 digit
Orbit ID.

6. Notify Add

Adds a module using the Orbit Notify method. Move a
probe tip or change a module reading to detect the
module.

7. Stop Notify

Cancels a notify operation.

8. Create Dimensions

Creates dimensions from modules. Dimensions will be
created using the offset and stroke to set the scale max
and minimum, be named using the module name, use the
‘none’ maths formula and have the module reading as an
input. WCM modules will create dimensions for each
channel found, DIOM and DIOM2 modules will create a
logic dimension with a logic element for each pin
configured as an input.

9. Module Identity.

This is the module identity of the selected module.
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10. Module Type.

This is the module type of the selected module (AIM, DP,
WCM etc.).

11 Device Type

This is the device type string read from the module.

12. Software Version

This displays the module’s firmware version.

13. Range

This displays the range of values the module provides
(offset to stroke).

14 Units of Measure

This displays the units of measure of the module reading.

15 Probe Identity

For modules with a detachable probe, this displays the
probes Orbit Identity.

16. Num Channels

This displays the number of channels on a multichannel
module or the channel index of a multichannel channel.

17. Offset

If the module has been configured with a user offset, this
displays the offset.

18. Multiplier

If the module has been configured with a user multiplier
this displays the multiplier.

19. Direction.

If reverse direction has been applied to a module, this will
display ‘Reverse’.

20. Status.

This displays a module status code (diagnostic
information).

21. Error Code.

This displays a module current error code (for example,
0000 No error, 2112 under range, 2113 over range).

22 Error Text

A description of any module error or ‘No Error’.

23. Reading

The current module reading.

24. Read method

The method the Orbit GCS will use to read the module in
Gauge Mode. This will either be: Readburst for
synchronised readings or Read for individual readings.
Older modules may not support Readburst and will be
read using Read mode. DIM modules are read using the
Read method to support readings over 42mm.

25. Network Speed.

The speed of the Orbit network the module is connected
to. By default Orbit GCS will use the highest speed
available. This usually will be UltraHigh. Older modules
may not support UltraHigh, Orbit GCS will fall back to
High or Low speed. Ensure that Orbit network is correctly
terminated to avoid communication errors.
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2.2.2.5

Module Configuration – Digital Probes and Analogue Inputs

1. This section allows the module to be named
and also displays the same information as in
section Hardware Screen Module Section
Reference of this manual. Please refer to that
section.

2. This specifies how many samples a module
reading is averaged over before being read by
Orbit GCS.

3. User Rescaling. Enabling this allows an
offset and multiplier to be applied to a module
reading before they are passed to maths
parameters. Reversing direction subtracts the
reading from the stoke so that the maximum
value becomes the minimum value and vice
versa. User defined units of measure may also
be specified here.
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2.2.2.6 Module Configuration – DIOM and DIOM2 Modules

1. This section allows the module to be named and also displays the same module information
as in the section Hardware Screen Module Section Reference Please refer to that section.
2. This section allows individual pins to be named, It also allows the pin configuration to be
changed between input and output (DIOM only, the DIOM2 (denoted by DIO2) has fixed input
and output pins).
3. State testing – Inputs. This displays the current read state of input pins.
4. Test/default output states. This section allows the default state of pins to be set (when a
maths result is in error for example) and sets the pin to that state.
5. IO Polarity (DIOM2 only). This section switches pins between active high and active low.
6. Input debounce. This sets the debounce time to filter spurious inputs.
7. Output mode (DIOM2 only). This sets the output mode. Refer to the module manual for a full
explanation and example circuits.
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2.2.2.7

Digimatic Input Module

1. This section allows the module to be named
and also displays the same module
information as in the section Hardware Screen
Module Section Reference. Please refer to
that section.

2. User rescaling. This allows an offset,
multiplier and user defined units of measure to
be applied to a reading before that reading is
passed to the formula parameters.

3. Read Mode:
Continuous – Readings are continually
updated.
On Switch – The reading is updated when
the data switch is pressed on the Digimatic
device.

4. Trigger sample on button. This setting is
enabled when the Read Mode is set to sample
on switch. It causes Orbit GCS to log a
reading whilst in logging mode when the Data
button is pressed on the Digimatic device.
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2.2.2.8

Encoder Input Module

Note: Refer to the manual 502914 Orbit Module Manual section ENCODER INPUT MODULE
for detailed encoder signal specifications and wiring instructions.
1. This section allows the module to be named
and also displays the same module
information as in the section Hardware Screen
Module Section Reference. Please refer to
that section.

2. User Rescaling. This allows an offset,
multiplier and user defined units of measure to
be applied to a reading before that reading is
passed to the formula parameters. Reverse
direction will cause the reading to count down
instead of up by subtracting the stroke
property of the module from the reading before
passing the reading to the maths parameters.

3. Ref Action. This setting sets the action to be
performed when the encoder reference mark
is passed.
None – No Action Taken.
Continuous Reset – The reading is reset each
5. Quadrature Mode: Sets the quadrature
time the reference mark is passed.
mode property of the EIM module:
Continuous Preset – The reading is set to the
QuadX1 4 edge changes to 1 count.
preset each time the reference mark is
passed.
QuadX2 2 edge changes to 1 count.
Reset – The reading is reset the first time the
reference mark is passed only.

QuadX4

Preset – The reading is set to the preset the
first time the reference mark is passed only.

CountAB One line indicates up on edge
changes, the other indicates
down on edge changes.

4. Preset. The preset to be applied to the
module reading by the Preset and Continuous
Preset read modes.

CountDIR One line indicates direction the
other indicates counts, counts
are incremented or decremented
based off the direction.

1 count every edge change.

6. Differential/SingleEnded. Sets the single
ended connection or differential connection
property of the EIM module.
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2.2.2.9 Linear Encoder Module
1. This section allows the module to be named
and also displays the same module
information as in the section Hardware Screen
Module Section Reference. Please refer to
that section

2. User Rescaling. Enabling this allows an
offset and multiplier to be applied to a module
reading before they are passed to maths
parameters.

3. Reverse Direction. This sets the linear
encoder to count up on retract (normal) or
down (reversed). This setting differs from the
reverse user rescaling reverse direction used
in other modules as it is a setting of a module
rather than applied after Orbit GCS reads a
module.
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2.2.2.10

Laser Transducers

Important! Refer to the manual 503145 Orbit LT laser module and/or
manual 503158 Orbit LTH/LTM laser module before using these modules.
These manuals contain important safety warnings and correct setup
instructions for this module type.
1. This section allows the module to be named
and also displays the same module
information as in the section Hardware Screen
Module Section Reference. Please refer to
that section. User Rescaling. Enabling this
allows an offset and multiplier to be applied to
a module reading before they are passed to
maths parameters. Reversing direction
subtracts the reading from the stoke so that
the maximum value becomes the minimum
value and vice versa. User defined units of
measure may also be specified here

2. Averaging. This specifies how many
readings a read value is sampled over

3. Model Number: This displays the laser
model number (if available).

4. This turns the laser beam on or off. The
laser beam can also be turned on and off by
assigning a soft button to that function.

5. This sets the laser head filter to improve the
stability of readings

6. Level cut time. This specifies the time in
milliseconds a laser will continue to read the
last reading when the laser goes out of range.
This feature is used for example when reading
an object with holes drilled in it. Refer to the
laser module manual (503158) for a full
explanation of this feature.
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2.2.2.11

Wireless Communication Modules

Note: WCM devices are associated with a WCM module and configured using the Orbit3 Suite
WCM Configurator utility. This can be started from within Orbit GCS by using the WCM
Configurator button on the Hardware page or the WCM Configurator button on the module
details page.

1. Click the WCM Configurator button on the
WCM Edit Details page to start the WCM
Configurator utility. Orbit GCS will disconnect
from Orbit whilst the WCM is configured.

2. Select the Orbit Network the WCM is
attached to and click Find All WCMs to find the
module.

3. Select the WCM module in the list (1) and
select the WCM Setup tab (2).
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4. Enter the Orbit Identity of the Wireless Hand
Tool (box 1). Optionally give the Hand Tool a
name (box2) Then click the apply button (3) to
write the settings to the WCM module.

For advanced settings including auto power
off, button and buzzer settings refer to the
Orbit Module Manual (502914) section WCM
CONFIGURATOR SOFTWARE.

5. Use the WCM close button to exit the WCM
utility. Orbit GCS will reconnect to Orbit, wait
for it to finish connecting.

6. The WCM Module details screen will now
show every wireless hand tool and the
channels the currently selected hand tool
possesses.

On this screen you may configure two further
settings:

Tagged Readings: Orbit GCS reading only
updates when the tag button on the hand tool
is pressed.

Sample on tag: When tagged readings has
been selected on a hand tool and Orbit GCS is
in logging mode, this setting will cause Orbit
GCS to log a reading when a new tagged
reading is received.
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2.2.2.12

Air Gauge Module

Air Gauge Modules provide air gauging functionality. Once mastered they provide readings in a
similar way to digital probes, with the exception that the values provided are always Zero to
Stroke when read by the Orbit GCS. A user offset can be used to offset the reading if required.

Mastering can be started by using the Air Gauge Utility included as part of the Orbit 3 Support
Pack for Windows. The utility can be launched from a soft button (see section Soft Key Setup)
or from the AGM module details page.

1. This section allows the module to be named
and also displays the same information as in
section Hardware Screen Module Section
Reference of this manual. Please refer to that
section.

2. User Rescaling. Enabling this allows an
offset and multiplier to be applied to a module
reading before they are passed to maths
parameters. Reversing direction subtracts the
reading from the stoke so that the maximum
value becomes the minimum value and vice
versa. User defined units of measure may also
be specified here.

3. Mastering. This button launches the AGM
Mastering Utility. Refer to the Orbit3 Module
Manual for instructions on how to master an
AGM module using the utility.
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2.2.3 Parts Screen

The Parts screen allows the user to configure Orbit GCS to match the gauging requirements for
the part that is being measured.
The Part Name is used to identify the part being measured (e.g. Engine Block V8 Pegasus).
The initial Part name is Part1. If licencing only allows a single part, the part name can be
directly edited here. Otherwise the Part Manager can be accessed here via the Parts button to
create, rename and switch between parts.
Part configuration is split in to separate pages accessed via the menu on the left of the screen.
Controls.

Configures operation of the dimension controls, for example, abs,
zero and preset and also the action of the Soft Keys (on the right of
the gauge screens).

Logging.

Configures logging to disk whilst Orbit GCS is in logging mode and
the sample triggers.

Screen.

Configures the layout of the readouts on the gauge page.

View Logs.

Views and exports log files previously saved to disk whilst in logging
mode.

Mastering

Enters the mastering menus of Orbit GCS, see section Mastering

Clear Mastering

Removes mastering from the part and returns to unmastered values.

SPC

Configures statistical process control, see section SPC
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2.2.3.1 Part Manager
The Part Manager is used to manage the parts to be measured. Each part has its own
configuration including each dimension to be measured, dimension controls, logging options,
formulas, screen layout and hardware configuration.

The Part Manager options are:

Open

Sets up the Gauge Computer to measure the part selected, this will configure
the Orbit network and set up Orbit GCS with the settings for the part selected.

New

Creates a new part.

Clone

Creates a clone of an existing part which can then be renamed and the settings
modified for minor part variations.

Rename Renames a part.
Delete

Deletes a part.

Close

Closes the Part Manager window.
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2.2.3.2 Controls
This page changes the operation of the dimension controls for individual dimensions and global
(all) dimensions as well as configuring the Soft Keys shown on the right of the gauge screens.

Features that can be set up or used in this screen include:
1. Dimension Controls (ABS, Zero, Preset) can be turned on or off
o Individual Dimension Controls. These are the buttons on individual dimension
readouts on the gauge display.
o All Dimension Controls. These are the buttons at the bottom of the gauge page.
These apply the action to every dimension at once.
2. Soft Key actions.
Soft Keys → See section Soft Key Setup.
3. Preset Type: Defines the preset action for the part.
o Standard: The dimension is zeroed and the preset applied.
o Offset: The preset is applied to the dimension without zeroing.
4. Save Zero and Preset To Disk.
If switched on the part configuration is saved to disk after a zero or preset operation.
This preserves the offset for the part when Orbit GCS is restarted or when Orbit
GCS has been switched to another part.
5. Auto Peak Reset
Auto Peak Reset function. See section Auto Peak Reset.
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2.2.3.3 Auto Peak Reset
The auto peak reset function can be configured on the Controls section of the Parts screen. The
auto peak function resets the Peak+ and/or the Peak- value depending on the Trigger Level
after Trigger Time has passed.

The controls are:
On/Off

This switches the auto peak function on or off entirely.

Trigger Time

This controls the time the reading persists before peak+ or peak- is reset.

Trigger Level

Above this level, Peak- is reset, below this level Peak+ is reset.

For example, reading X drops below Trigger Level. Orbit GCS will wait Trigger Time
milliseconds before resetting the Peak+ value to the current reading.
If the reading decreases further Orbit GCS will wait another Trigger Time milliseconds from the
time the reading decreased before resetting Peak+ again.
Whenever the Reading increases above Peak+, Peak+ is set to the current reading and any
rest timer running is cleared.
Peak- Operates as Peak+ in the reverse direction.
In Diff mode both Peak+ and Peak- are reset after Trigger Time.
Note (1):

Auto Peak Reset does not reset the minimum and maximum values used in the
PMin or PMax formula functions. These can only be cleared with the “Clear
Peak All” button, the “Reset Peak” Logic action and the “Reset Peak on Measure
Start” setting.

Note (2):

The Peak+ and Peak- values recorded are subject to the 20ms reading rate of
Orbit GCS. Ensure the object to be measured is moved slowly enough to read
the peak value. If the network contains modules with only the capability to run at
the network speed Low, and there are many modules, or there are a very large
number of modules overall, then the reading rate may be slower than 20ms.
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2.2.3.4 Soft Key Setup

The four Soft Keys that appear on the left of Orbit GCS can be configured in the Parts Screen.

Some soft key options relating to individual part dimensions and individual Orbit hardware
modules will only appear in the options list once the dimension or a module of the appropriate
type has been configured in Orbit GCS. These options are listed as [Dimension] and [Module]
in the list below.

In the actual list, [Dimension] will be the dimension name and [module] will be the name
assigned to the module. For example a numeric dimension named “Dimension 1” will add an
option “Dimension 1 Zero” and a laser module named “123AB467C8” will add an option
“123AB467C8 Laser On”.

The options for each button are:No Action – The soft key performs no action and displays as “Unassigned” on the gauge
screens.
Measure Start – Begins measuring a part.
Measure Stop – Ends measuring a part.
Trigger Sample – Takes a reading (if measuring a part).
[Dimension] Abs – Clears the zeroing offset for the dimension.
[Dimension] Zero – Sets the zeroing offset for the dimension to set the dimension to
zero.
[Dimension] Preset – Applies a preset to the dimension (see 3.2.1 Preset Types).
[Dimension] Reset Peak – Clears the Peak+ and Peak- values for the dimension.
Abs All Dimensions – Clears zeroing offsets for every dimension.
Zero All Dimensions – Sets the zeroing offset for every dimension.
Preset All Dimensions – Applies presets to every dimension (see 3.2.1 Preset Types).
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Reset All Peak – Clears the peak+ and peak- values for every dimension.
[Dimension] Learn LE Ref Mark – (Linear Encoder Mode dimensions only). Begins an
operation to learn the linear encoder reference mark. See Linear Encoder Controls.
[Dimension] Recall LE Ref Mark – (Linear Encoder Mode dimensions only). Begins an
operation to recall the linear encoder reference mark. See Linear Encoder Controls.
[Module] Laser On – (LT/LTH Modules Only). Switches a LT/LTH module laser on.
[Module] Laser Off – (LT/LTH Modules Only). Switches a LT/LTH module laser off.
[Module] Master AGM Module – (AGM Modules Only). Suspends gauging and starts the
AGM mastering utility.
Part Manager – Shows the Part Manager screen to change to a different part.
Remaster – Initiates remastering the part. See Mastering Process.
[Dimension] – SPC Charts. Shows SPC charts for [Dimension]. See SPC.
[Dimension] – SPC Sample. Records the current dimension value as an SPC sample.
See SPC.
SPC Sample All Dimensions – Records the value of every dimension with SPC enabled
as an SPC sample for that dimension. See SPC.
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2.2.3.5 Logging Screen
Orbit GCS logging is configured from the Parts screen by clicking the Logging Button. This
produces the sub-screen shown below:

The default Log Mode is None. To set up logging to disk, choose either Fixed Count or
Continuous. Then select a sample trigger which configures when Orbit GCS takes an
individual reading, (See section Sample Triggers).
The logging modes are:
None

Measurements are not logged to disk.

Fixed Count

Orbit GCS takes a fixed number of readings and then exits logging
mode. Optionally a progress bar may be displayed to show the number
of readings taken and the number remaining. The options below
become available when this mode is selected.

Continuous

Orbit GCS continues to take measurements until stopped.
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2.2.3.6 Logging Options

This screen configures the log filename, location and the actions taken when initiating logging
mode in Orbit GCS.

Log Path

This is the directory log files will be saved to. By default this will be
the Windows user’s Document folder. Clicking set path will allow
another directory to be selected.

Filename

This is the part of the filename indicating the component being
measured. Log filenames differ depending on if batch mode is in
use.
Normal Mode: The saved filename is the part name, this filename,
the date and the time.
Batch Mode: The saved filename is the part name, this filename
and the batch reference.

Prompt for Filename If switched on, Orbit GCS will prompt for the filename each time
logging mode is initiated.
Reset Peak

If switched on every dimension will have its Peak+ and Peakvalues cleared when starting logging. The PMin and PMax formula
function minimums and maximums will also be reset.

Batch Data

Switching this on enables batch mode (see section Start Log
(Batch Mode).

Serial Number

Switching this on records a serial number entered by the operator
for each item measured in batch mode. (see section Start Log
(Batch Mode).
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2.2.3.7 Sample Triggers

A sample trigger causes Orbit GCS to take an individual reading from the modules and log the
dimension values to the log file.

This screen allows keyboard and interval timer triggers to be configured. Other trigger types are
configured on the configuration screen for item associated with the trigger, for example
Logic/DIOM triggers are configured on the Logical Dimension screen.

On this screen:
1) Keyboard Key Trigger:
The key selected in the list will sample a reading when Orbit GCS is in logging
mode. The option “None” in the list disables the keyboard trigger.
2) Interval Timer Trigger:
The interval timer triggers sampling a reading at the entered interval (the interval is
specified in ms). Click the ON box to turn on the interval trigger or the OFF box to
disable the interval timer trigger.
3) Logic/DIOMs, Soft Keys and Others:
These buttons display a help message describing where other trigger types are
configured within Orbit GCS. See Flow For Adding A Logical Dimension to set up a
Logic/DIOM trigger. See Soft Key Setup to set up a Soft Key trigger.
4) Enabled Triggers:
This list contains every trigger in Orbit GCS that is configured to initiate taking a
reading (including triggers that are configured on other configuration pages, see
below).

The available triggers in Orbit GCS are:

Interval.

This causes Orbit GCS to take readings at the entered interval. The
minimum interval is 20ms.
If the network contains older modules or a very large number of networks
and modules the logging interval may be slower than this (check the actual
logged sample time).
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Keyboard:

This takes a reading when the selected key is pressed.

Soft Key.

A soft key can be configured to trigger taking a reading on being pressed.
Soft key triggers are configured on the Controls screen.

Logic:

This takes a reading when the logic dimension value is true. The logic
dimension must return to false before another reading will be taken.
A typical usage scenario would be to trigger sampling a reading using a
DIOM or DIOM2 pin. In this situation the pin would be assigned to a maths
parameter contained within a logic dimension element. A reading would be
taken each time the logic element value changes from false to true.
Mathematical formulas can be used to combine inputs to the logic element
using boolean logic (and, or, xor etc.).
Logic/DIOM triggers are configured on the Logical Dimension screen

USB Pedal

This causes Orbit GCS to take a reading when the pedal is pressed down.
No software setup is needed, the pedal becomes a trigger as soon as it is
connected to the GCS.
Refer to the USB Foot Pedals section of this manual.

DIM Module A DIM module can be configured to trigger a sample when in the “On
Switch” read mode.
To configure a DIM module as a sample trigger, go to the Hardware
screen, double click on the DIM module and select both the “On Switch”
read mode and the “Trigger Sample on Button” options.
Refer to the Digimatic Input Module section of this manual.

Handtools

Wireless Handtools can be configured to take a reading when using
“Tagged Readings” mode.
To enable the trigger, go to the Hardware screen, double click on the WCM
the device is connected to and select the “Tagged Readings” and “Sample
on Tag” options of the device.
Refer to the Wireless Communication Modules section of this manual.
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2.2.3.8 USB Foot Pedals
A USB foot pedal can function as a sample trigger. No configuration is required, simply connect
the foot pedal to the supplied interface module and insert the interface module into a USB port.
Pressing the foot pedal whilst the GCS is in logging mode will take an individual reading.

The foot pedal's USB interface module has two LEDs. The green LED is lit continuously whilst
connected to the GCS to indicate that it is powered. The red LED lights when the pedal is
pressed.

The Foot pedal USB interface is an Xkeys part: XK-3
The footswitch is an Xkeys part: XK-A-75-R
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2.2.3.9 Screen Configuration
This screens sets the number of dimension readouts on each display whilst in Gauge mode.
The minimum number of readouts is 4 and the maximum number of readouts is 16.

If a very large number of readouts are displayed on a small screen, the Abs, Reset and Preset
options and chart values may be hidden.

The screen configures the gauges each of the display modes below:

Vertical Bars
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2.2.3.10

View Logs

The View Log, accessed via the Part menu provides a quick way to inspect a GCS log file and
export the file to external media. Log files can be read by any application that can read CSV
files (for example Microsoft Excel).

1. Delete

This deletes every selected log file.

2. Export

This opens a directory browser then copies every selected
log file to the selected directory.

3. Show logs from all parts

This switches between showing logs from just the currently
selected part in Orbit GCS or every log file found in the log
file path.

4. Number In Batch

This selects the number in the batch to display in the data
table (for log files created in batch mode).

5. Serial Number

This selects the item in the batch to display in the data table
with the selected serial number (for log files created in batch
mode).
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2.2.4 Formulas
Advanced Maths is an optional software module for the definition of user defined mathematical
formulas. The full lists of the available functions, operators, constants and variables used to
build a formula are provided in the appendices of this manual.

Formulas result in either a numeric value or a logical value. Only formulas that result in a
numeric value can be assigned to measurement dimensions. Only formulas that result in
a logical value can be assigned to logical dimensions.

The parameters on the formulas screen are placeholders for the actual values that will be
mapped to the maths parameter from GCS inputs on the dimensions screens. Therefore if a
formula is reused over multiple dimensions the parameter values here will have different values
for that dimension.

For example the formula A + B could be used in two dimensions, Dimension 1 and Dimension
2. Parameter A could be mapped to different modules in each dimension and therefore have a
different value on each dimension, with the formula resulting in a different value as well.

The list on the left of the screen are all the formulas available for use in the current part.
Clicking the New button (12) creates a user defined formula. The Delete button (13) deletes a
user defined formula. The built in formulas coloured grey are read only and cannot be deleted.
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The options on the screen are:

1. Formula Name

A name assigned to the formula.

2. Work In Degrees

If ticked the angles used in the formula are measured in degrees,
otherwise the angles are measured in radians.

3. Maths Indicator

This displays green if the formula produces a valid result or red if
it produces an error. The text display indicates if the formula
results in a numeric value for display on a measurement
dimension or if it results in a logical value for display on a status
dimension.

4. Formula

The formula to be evaluated

5. Left Cursor

Moves the cursor left within the formula.

6. Right Cursor

Moves the cursor right within the formula.

7. Delete

Deletes the section of the formula to the left of the cursor

8. Clear

Completely clears the formula.

9. Undo

Undoes changes to the formula being edited.

10 Numeric Parameters

Provides values to the formula from numeric values such as
probe measurements.

11. Logical Parameters

Provides logical values to the formula from sources such as
dimension limits and DIOM pins.

12. New

Creates a new user defined formula.

13. Delete

Deletes the currently selected formula.
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2.2.5 Dimensions Screens
2.2.5.1 Dimensions
The dimension screen is where actual dimensions (measurements) are set up. A dimension is
a feature of the part that is being measured (like flatness, run out, thickness, relative height
between two features etc.). The GCS supports two types of dimensions that can be displayed
(and logged if required), these are measurement dimensions and logical dimensions. A
measurement dimension is a value of some parameter being measured such as the width
of a slot, a logical dimension is the result of a measurement compared to something like a
measurement limit and is either true or false for example greater than the upper warning limit.
The logical dimension result can be used to set up a DIOM output to trigger an alarm.

Dimensions are made up from the results of one or more probes.

Examples of typical dimensions used in Gauging:-

Two probes can be allocated to create different Dimensions in the above example DIM1 is the
result of single Probe P1, DIM2 is the result of single Probe P2, DIM3 is the sum of Probes P1
and P2 (P1+P2), DIM4 is the difference of Probes P1 and P2 (P1-P2)
The Dimensions screen allows:•

Modules/probes to be combined together

•

Allows real names to be assigned to a Dimension (e.g. Dia. Drawing Ref 24)

•

Allows a preset value to be associated with the dimensions

•

Allows Limits (Fail and Warning) to be associated with the dimension
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The dimension screen options:

1.

Adds a new measurement dimension.

2.

Adds a new logical dimension.

3

Copies the selected dimension and every dimension setting into a new dimension.

4

Deletes a dimensions.

5.

Deletes every dimension.

6.

Moves the selected dimension up or down in the order of dimensions. Dimensions
can also be dragged and dropped.

2.2.5.2 Adding a Measurement Dimension
A measurement dimension is added using the Add Dimension button. Each new dimension
is automatically allocated a name “Dimension N” where N is the number of the dimension 1 -32.
The name can be changed in the Name field to something more relevant (e.g. Height or
Diameter).
The dimension formula is set up using the Set Formula button, this allows the user to set a
formula for the dimension, the GCS has 9 built in formulas others can be created in the
Formulas Screen. Each parameter in a formula is a Probe reading or other input.
The built-in formulas are: A, A+B, -A+B, A-B, (A+B)/2, (A-B)/2, (-A-B)/2, (-A+B+C-D)/2, (A-BC+D)/2. Modules/Probes are allocated to parameters of the formula.
Once a formula has been selected the Set Parameters button is used to allocated
modules/probes and other inputs to the parameters within the formula.
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2.2.5.3 Flow For Adding A Measurement Dimension
Hint: Dimensions can quickly be created from the Hardware page by using the Create
Dimensions button. This will create Dimensions using the module ID and set the chart scale
minimum and maximum using the offset and stroke (if available from the module).

1: Use the Add
Dimension button to
start adding a new
Dimension.
This creates a default
dimension called
Dimension N where N is
a number.
2. Give the Dimension a
useful name E.g.
Diameter 1. This name
will the appear in the
Dimensions list.
3. Set the formula using
the Set Formula button
Once the Set Formula
Button has been
pressed the Select
Maths Formula screen
appears
4. The formulas screen
will be shown, there are
nine in built formulas.
Select the required
formula (in this example
A+B.
As this is a
measurement
dimension only formulas
that result in a numeric
value will be shown in
the list.
5. Press the Select
button to return to the
Dimension screen with
the selected formula
set.
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The Dimension screen
will now have the
Dimension “Diameter 1”
in the Dimensions List
and the Formula
Parameters have been
set to A+B.
6. To map
modules/probes into the
formula press the Set
Parameters button

Hint: Numeric
parameters are A to J,
logical parameters are
K to T.
The Parameter Mapping
screen comprises two
lists on the left side is
the Formula Parameters
(A and B for this
example) on the right is
a list of items that can
be mapped to those
parameters. Modules is
the default list.
Select the parameter on
the left and the
appropriate module on
the right and use the
Add button to map the
input to the parameter
or use drag and drop.
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Finally, set the Dimension
options.
1. Enabled and Visible:
Dimensions that are disabled
are not evaluated, logged or
displayed.
Dimensions that are not
visible do not appear on the
Gauge page, however they
are logged and the
dimension limits do function.
2. Sliding or Standard. This
selects the type of chart (bar
chart or moving scale chart).
3. Scale Min and Max (or range for sliding scale charts). This sets the chart boundaries.
4. Resolution. This sets the number of decimal places to display and log for readings.
5. Preset. This is the preset applied to the dimension by the preset button on the gauges.
6. Colour. This is the normal colour of the chart bar whilst in the normal reading range. Click on
the colour box to alter the colour.
7. Linear Encoder Mode. If the dimension is connected to a linear encoder (without a maths
formula) this enables linear encoder mode, enabling learning and recalling the reference mark
position.
8. Warning Limit. This section enables the warning limit, when the reading is under or over the
min or max limit the bar colour changes to the colour selected in the colour box. When the
warning limit is enabled it becomes available in the list of maths function parameters and can
be used in status dimensions to set an output or perform an action.
9. Fail Limit. This section enables the fail limit, when the reading is under or over the min or
max limit the bar colour changes to the colour selected in the colour box. When the fail limit is
enabled it becomes available in the list of maths function parameters and can be used in
status dimensions to set an output or perform an action. A pass/fail column will be added to
the end of every row of the log file when at least one of the dimensions has its fail limit
enabled.
10. Peak Tracking. When enabled the dimension values are constantly tracked. Peak- and
Peak+ are updated with the minimum and maximum values. These are shown on the charts in
the colours selected in Track mode (click in the boxes to change the colour) and are logged to
disk whilst in logging mode. These values can be automatically reset at the start of a measure
operation (see section Logging Options).
11. Dimension Units. This sets the dimension units displayed on the charts. Should the GCS
be able to infer the units from the module inputs and formula selected the choice of
mm, inches or none will be available with an automatic conversion between mm and
inches. If the GCS cannot infer the units a box will be displayed allowing the user input
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of the units. In this case any conversion required must be performed by the maths formula.

12. Display Mode. This sets the value displayed on the charts and readouts, the values
compared against the fail and warn limits on the display and the value compared against the
fail limit for the pass/fail column in the log file.

Track

The value used is the current dimension reading. If Peak Tracking is enabled
Peak- and Peak + lines will also appear on the charts.

Peak+

The value used is the Peak+ (maximum) value.

Peak-

The value used is the Peak- (minimum) value.

Diff

The value used is {Peak+} - {Peak-}

Peak values can be reset using:
A)

The “Clear Peak All” Button

B)

A “Reset Peak” soft key. See Soft Key Setup.

C)

The “Reset Peak on Log Start” setting. See Logging Options.

D)

The Auto Peak Reset Function. See Auto Peak Reset.

E)

The “Reset Peak” logic action. See Flow For Adding A Logical Dimension.
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2.2.5.4 Standard Chart Dimension Warn and Fail Limit Examples
These examples use the default gauge computer colours: green as the dimension colour,
yellow as the warn limit colour and red as the fail limit colour. The actual colours used will be
the colours configured for the dimension and limits.

Upper Limit Only

1) Set the warn and fail min to the scale
min.
2) Set the warn max and fail max to the
required warn and fail levels and enable
the limits.
3) The bar colour will be:
Green:

Within the limit.

Yellow:

Above the warn limit but
below the fail limit.

Red:

Above the fail limit.

Lower Limit Only

1) Set the warn and fail max to the scale
max.
2) Set the warn min and fail min to the
required warn and fail levels and enable
the limits.
3) The bar colour will be:
Green:

Within the limit.

Yellow:

Below the warn limit but
above the fail limit.

Red:
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Upper and Lower Limit

The warn limit min and max range should be
within the min and max range of the fail limit.

1) Set the warn min and fail min to the
required warn and fail levels and enable the
limits.
2) The bar colour will be:
Green:

Within the limit.

Yellow:

Outside the warn limits but
within the fail limits.

Red:
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2.2.5.5 Flow For Adding A Logical Dimension
Logical dimensions display logical results. Amongst other uses, this can be used to output
dimensions over the warn or fail limits, dimensions in error and DIOM pin inputs. The logical
dimension state can be outputted using a DIOM or DIOM2 module to sound alarms or light
status indicators. The outputs can also perform tasks within the GCS including starting and
halting a measure operation or taking a reading whilst in logging mode. The maths formulas and
many inputs provide many user configurable uses for logical dimensions.

Each logical dimension can have up to eight logical elements. The dimension acts as a holder
for elements enabling elements to be grouped on the gauge display screen. Each element
holds the result of a logical formula.

Be aware that dimension error states will be delayed one GCS read cycle behind the dimension
values.

1: Use the Add Logic
button to start adding
a new Logical
Dimension.
This creates a default
dimension called
Dimension X where X is
a number and a logical
element Y where Y is a
number.
2. Give the Dimension
and Logic element
useful names E.g. Over
Limit Ref 1. This name
will the appear in the
Dimensions list.
3. Set the formula using
the Set Formula button
Once the Set Formula
button has been
pressed the Select
Maths Formula screen
appears
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4. The formulas screen
will be displayed. There
are four in built
formulas.
Select the required
formula (in this example
K AND L). As this is a
logical dimension only
formulas that result in a
logical value will be
shown in the list.
5. Press the Select
button to return to the
Dimension screen with
the selected formula set
The logical dimension
will now have the
selected formula, ready
to be mapped to
parameters.

6. To map
modules/probes into the
formula press the Set
Parameters button
The Parameter Mapping
screen comprises two
lists on the left side are
the Formula Parameters
(K and L for this
example) on the right
are a list of items that
can be mapped to those
parameters. DIOM
Inputs is the default list.
Select the parameter on
the left and the
appropriate module on
the right and use the
Add button to map the
input to the parameter
or use drag and drop.
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Finally, set the Logical
Dimension options.

1. Add Spacer:
This adds a blank space the
height of an element on the
gauge page (or width in
horizontal layouts).
2. Copy: This copies a
logical element, the formula
parameters and all other
element settings into a new
logic display element.
3. Delete. This deletes an
individual logical element.

4. Reorder: These buttons move the selected logic display element up or down in the list.
5. Logical Dimension, Enabled and Visible check boxes. These settings control every logical
element on the display panel. When disable none of the logical elements output, log or display
on the gauge page. When set to invisible the logical elements function and are logged but are
not displayed on the gauge page.
6. Output Action. Controls actions performed when the logical element value is true. Available
actions are: Start Log, Stop Log, Trigger Sample (take a reading whilst in logging mode),
Measure Next In Batch (start measurement of the next item in a batch), Set Pass or Fail (If the
value of the logic element is false, the line will be recorded as a fail in the log file), Set not
mastered (Orbit GCS mastered inputs are set to a requires mastering condition), Abs, Zero,
Preset, Reset Peak (all dimensions are abs, zeroed, preset or peak values reset respectively),
SPC Sample (samples the current dimension value for SPC charts).
7. Output DIOM Pin. When selected the value of the logical formula is applied to the DIOM pin.
Should evaluation result in an error, the default value will be applied to the pin.
8. Logic Element, Enabled and Visible check boxes. These settings control the individual
logical element. Disabled elements do not log, output or display. Invisible elements function
but do not display.
9. Colours. Click in the coloured boxes to set the display colour for the true and false logic
values. Click the swap button to swap the true and false colours.
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2.2.5.6 GCS Formula Parameters
This section details the values Orbit GCS makes available for mapping to formula parameters.
In addition to these values, the formula editor makes available for direct use within formulas:
Logging Mode (a value set true whilst in logging mode), Reading Number, Reading Time, Date
and Time values. See Appendix C – Maths Constants and Variables for the definition of these
values.

Section

Values Available

Description

Modules

Readings (In Units of
Measure) from a single
module.

Readings from individual Orbit Input Modules. These
include: Digital Probes, Digimatic Input, Analogue
Input, Encoder Input, Linear Encoder Input and Laser
Triangulation Input.

Any user rescaling, user offset or direction reversal is
applied to modules before being passed to the
mathematical parameters.
Dimension
Values

Dimension Reading

The current value of a measurement dimension (the
result of the maths formula). This is the current
dimension reading even if the dimension mode is
Peak+, Peak- or Diff.

Dimension Peak+

The maximum dimension reading recorded since the
last Peak+ reset.

Dimension Peak-

The minimum dimension reading recorded since the
last Peak- reset.

Dimension Diff

The difference between Peak+ and Peak({Dimension Peak+} - {Dimension Peak-})

Dimension
Logic
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Warn Limit Max Value

The value entered in the configuration for the
dimension warn limit maximum.

Warn Limit Min Value

The value entered in the configuration for the
dimension warn limit minimum.

Fail Limit Max Value

The value entered in the configuration for the
dimension fail limit maximum.

Fail Limit Min Value

The value entered in the configuration for the
dimension fail limit minimum.

Error State

A logical value (true/false) that is true if the dimension
evaluation resulted in an error condition in the previous
reading cycle, including offline, over or under range
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errors.
Warn Limit Outside
Boundaries

A logical value that is true if the dimension value is
below or above the values set for the warn limit.

Warn Limit Above Max

A logical value that is true if the dimension value is
above the warn limit maximum value.

Warn Limit Below Min

A logical value that is true if the dimension value is
below the warn limit minimum value.

Fail Limit Outside
Boundaries

A logical value that is true if the dimension value is
below or above the values set for the fail limit.

Fail Limit Above Max

A logical value that is true if the dimension value is
above the fail limit maximum value.

Fail Limit Below Min

A logical value that is true if the dimension value is
below the fail limit minimum value.

SPC Out Of Control
Signal

True if Most Recently Logged SPC data is out of
control. See SPC for a description of this function.

DIOM
Inputs

DIOM and DIOM2 Pins

A DIOM pin input expressed as a logical (true or false)
value. DIOM Pins must be configured as inputs before
they will appear here.

WCM

WCM Channel Readings This section makes available Wireless Communication
(In Units of Measure)
Device Channels for assignment as parameter inputs.
Wireless Communication Modules must be configured
with the Wireless Devices on the hardware screen,
and the devices must be online and connected to the
WCM before the channels will become available here.
Wireless devices are configured on the hardware page
by using the WCM Configurator utility. Additional
settings for individual channels can be accessed by
double clicking (or selecting and using the edit button)
on an individual WCM module.
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3

GAUGE PAGE

3.1 Overview

The Gauge Page is the main operating mode of Orbit GCS. Readings are continually displayed
on the gauges and readouts, logic values are displayed on status indicators. Logging readings
to disk can be initiated by clicking the Start Log button (Log Start can also be initiated using
logic). See Flow For Adding A Logical Dimension
Three gauge layouts are supported: Vertical, Horizontal and Readouts only. Click the set
display button to cycle between each mode. Each mode only differs in how the Gauges are laid
out.
On the right side of the screen the four blue buttons are Soft Keys, these are user defined in the
part configuration. They can perform many actions including zeroing, log start/stop etc. see
section Soft Key Setup.
If there are more dimensions than configured to display on a single page the direction arrow
buttons and the scrollbar can be used to move through the dimensions.
The red Measuring box is an activity indicator. It flashes whilst the GCS is connected to an Orbit
network and is receiving new readings. The green Logging box flashes each time GCS logs a
reading in logging mode.
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3.2 Menu Bar

The buttons are:

Start Log.

Starts and stops logging readings. Will bring up a user input screen if
information (number in batch for instance) is required from the user before
logging mode begins.

Abs All.

Removes any zeroing offset.

Zero All

Sets a zero offset so that all the dimensions read zero.

Preset All

Adds the dimension preset to the dimension reading. Two different preset
types are supported, see section Preset Types:

Clear Peak All

Sets all the dimensions Peak+/Peak- indicators and readings to the current
dimension value.

Set Display

Cycles between the display modes

Remaster

Starts the mastering process, see section Mastering Process.

Exit

Closes the GCS application. The GCS can be configured to ask for a
confirmation before exiting See section System Screen

Menu

Leaves Gauge mode and switches to configuration mode. Use this menu to
configure the current part, switch between parts, view logs and perform all
other GCS configuration.

3.2.1 Preset Types
Standard Preset:

A zero offset is first applied to the readings before the preset is
applied.

Offset Preset:

The readings are not zeroed before the preset is applied.
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3.3 Gauge Display
An example of a typical measurement display gauge with the parts labelled. Gauges are user
configurable so may differ from this example. Limits, minimum and maximum tracking must be
enabled before they will become visible and many colours are user configurable. This example
is a standard chart gauge, sliding charts are similar, however the current reading is always
shown at the centre of the chart and the scale moves instead of a moving bar. Limits set below
or above the scale min and max on a standard chart will not be displayed.

Dimensions charts are configured on the Dimension page in configuration mode.

1. The dimension name and formula name.

2. The dimension chart.
Red Lines: The failure min and max limit.
Yellow Lines: The warning min and max
limit.
Black Indicator: The maximum
measurement indicator. (Track mode only).
Green Bar: The dimension measurement
(the bar colour will change to a limit colour
if a limit is breached). This measurement
depends on the readout mode:
Track:

The current dimension reading.

Peak+

The maximum reading.

Peak-

The minimum reading.

Diff

{Peak+} - {Peak-}
5. Buttons to Abs, Zero and Preset the current
dimension only (see 3.2 Menu Bar for an
explanation of these functions).

3. The current measurement mode.
Mastered will be shown if mastered
inputs are in use.
Peak+/Peak-/Diff will be shown if the
display mode is not Track.

4. A text readout of the current dimension
measurement.
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3.4 Status Indicators
An example of a typical status indicator. True and False colours are configurable, this example
uses the default values.

At the top is the indicator. Default colours:

Green: The logic value is true
Red: The logic value is false
Black: The dimension is offline or in error.

Below the status indicator is the dimension
name and a description of the dimension
status (OK or an error).

3.5 Linear Encoder Controls
Linear Encoder mode can be enabled on a dimension if it has a single linear encoder module
and the dimension uses the “None” built in maths formula. If these conditions are satisfied the
Linear Encoder Mode checkbox will become visible on the Dimensions screen (see section
Flow For Adding A Measurement Dimension).

Dimensions created using the “Create Dimension” button on the hardware page will
automatically enable Linear Encoder Mode for Linear Encoder modules.

In Linear Encoder mode the dimension will not initially show
a reading. First the reference mark position must be learnt or
recalled. Two additional buttons are provided on a
measurement dimension to perform these actions.
Learn: Learns the ref mark position. The value read at the
ref mark position will be stored and the position of the linear
encoder at the point of pressing the learn button will become
zero.
Recall: Recalls the ref mark position. The previous value at
the ref mark position will be restored, restoring the linear
encoder position values.
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3.6 Detail Mode
3.6.1 Measurement Dimension Detail View
Double clicking on a measurement dimension brings up detail mode. In this mode the usual
vertical readout gauge is displayed along with a chart showing a history of 500 readings. Whilst
not in logging mode the chart updates continuously (approx. every 50ms). When in logging
mode the chart will only update when a new reading is taken.

See section Gauge Display for a description of the gauge on the left of the screen.

Output is the current dimension reading.

The warning and fail limits will be shown on the chart if they are enabled on the dimension.
They can be removed by clearing the show limits box.

If peak tracking is enabled on the dimension, the Peak+ and Peak- position will update with
each reading tracking the minimum and maximum value read up to that point. The Peak lines
can be removed by clearing the “Show Peak+ and Peak-” box.

The reset chart button clears the chart of all reading history.
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3.6.2 Logic Dimension Detail View

Detail view for logic dimensions shows the usual logic dimension display along with a chart
showing a history of 500 readings. Whilst not in logging mode the chart updates continuously
(approx. every 50ms). When in logging mode the chart will only update when a new reading is
taken.

Each logic element on a logic dimension will display a line, when the logic element value is false
the line will be lower than the line position when the logic value is true.

The chart history can be cleared using the reset chart button.
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3.7 Start Log (Standard)
This will initiate logging measurements of a part, optionally logging values to disk. If operative
input is not required (Logging mode is configured as none, or prompt for filename is off) Orbit
GCS will begin the logging immediately.

If the filename is required the prompt below will appear and logging will commence (and
optionally min and max cleared) when Start is clicked.

The filename created on disk will be in the format:
[Part Name]_[Filename]_ddMMyyyy_HHmmss_logfile(n).csv

Logging will continue until either the configured fixed number of readings is reached (if in fixed
logging mode) or until the logging operation is stopped. Logging can be stopped by using the
Stop Log button, abort button on a progress bar, a soft key configured as Stop Log or a logic
element action.

Logs created can be viewed in configuration mode by clicking the View Logs button on the part
screen. See section View Logs
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3.8 Start Log (Batch Mode)
This will initiate logging measurements of a batch of parts into the same log file.
Clicking Start Log(with batch mode on) brings up the window below:

Filename

This will be enabled if prompt for filename is enabled. Otherwise it
will be displayed read only.

The Batch Reference

This is the reference for the whole batch and is recorded in a
header section of the log file.

Number In Batch

This is the number of parts to measure in the batch. Each item will
be measured in sequence and the sequence number recorded in
the log file (each part in a batch may have multiple measurements

The filename created on disk will be in the format:
[Part Name]_[Filename]_[Batch Reference]_logfile(n).csv
On clicking Start Orbit GCS will enter batch mode and prompt to start measuring the first part by
showing the Next Item screen.

The upper boxes show the part name, reference for the batch and the number in the batch to
be measured. They are for information only and cannot be edited.
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If Serial Number is configured on in the part configuration (see section Logging Options) then a
serial number box will have focus ready to accept the entry of the serial number of the part to be
measured. A barcode can be scanned directly into this box using a keyboard wedge barcode
scanner, measurement will started as soon as the barcode is read (initiated by the end of line
character sent by the barcode reader at the end of the barcode).
Measurement of the part will commence on clicking measure, or on entering a serial number of
the part and hitting enter. Measurement can also be initiated from a DIOM pin by configuring the
output action of a Logic Dimension element as “Measure Next In Batch” with the DIOM pin as
an input parameter. See section Flow For Adding A Logical Dimension.

Measurement will continue until either the configured fixed number of readings is reached (if in
fixed logging mode) or until the logging operation is stopped. Logging can be stopped by using
the Stop Log button, the Abort button on a Progress Bar, a soft key configured as Stop Log or a
logic element action.

Immediately after finishing measurement of a part in the Orbit GCS will prompt to start the
measurement of the next in the batch by showing the Next Item screen again.

After the last part in the batch is measured, the batch completed screen is shown.

On clicking OK, Orbit GCS will exit batch mode and commence normal operation.

The log file created can be viewed in configuration mode by clicking the View Logs button on
the part screen. See section View Logs
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4 MASTERING
4.1 Mastering Definition
Mastering is an optional Orbit GCS package that enables probe inputs to be calibrated in
relation to masters. Most Orbit modules are pre-calibrated and therefore only require calibrating
against a mean datum.

Orbit GCS supports two kinds of mastering:

Mean Mastering:

Inputs are calibrated against a mean master. Mastered readings
are then offset against the value given for the point (the point is
referred to as the mean point within Orbit GCS).

Full Mastering:

Inputs are calibrated against min and max points. Mastered
readings are then adjusted to read on a linear scale between the
values defined for the min and max points.

Inputs are organised into Mastering Groups. This enables Orbit GCS to master each group
separately. Each Mastering Group defined in Orbit GCS supports only a single type of
mastering.

Orbit GCS supports a number of Mastering Conditions. These are values that will stop
gauging and force mastering when exceeded. These values include an interval timer, log start
counter, reading counter and a dimension monitored for value changes. See section New
Master File (Initial Mastering Configuration). Dimensions will display the error “Mastering
Invalid” when mastering is required due to a condition being exceeded.
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To use Orbit GCS mastering, Operators must be added on the System Page. This enables
Orbit GCS to record the operator that performed mastering in the master log file and restrict
access to authorised users. See section (Operators).

Orbit GCS is mastered in two ways, Initial Mastering must be performed via the Menu screens
by creating a new Master Data Log File. This creates a new master file with the mastering
reference values and limits, organises inputs into mastering groups, defines the mastering type
and defines the Mastering Conditions. Once the master file is defined Orbit GCS is put into
Mastering Mode and the Initial Actual Values (the unmastered reading from the inputs) from the
are recorded. Only operators defined with supervisor level access can create the new Master
Data Log File.

Remastering is performed from the Gauge Page. This does not allow the mastering
configuration to be changed, if any changes are required a new master file must be created
from the Menu screens. All operators defined within Orbit GCS have access to remastering.

If enabled, on remastering, the values read from inputs will be compared with the values read
on initial mastering and should the new value be outside the Mastering Limits defined in the
master file, mastering will not proceed. Either the error must be rectified to continue mastering
or a new master file must be created.

Orbit GCS allows a Wear Offset to be defined to take account of wear of the master. This is
initially zero on creating the initial master log file and can be updated later on from the menu
screens (see section Wear Offsets.). Only supervisors can change the wear offset.

The hardware configuration is recorded on creating an initial master file. Should the hardware
configuration change after mastering, Orbit GCS will display an error and not allow remastering.
A new master file must be created and the initial mastering process completed to continue
gauging.

Mastering can be cleared from a part. This removes mastering completely from the probes and
returns readings to the actual values read from the inputs. To return to mastered readings
mastering must be performed or a new master file created. Clearing mastering will also clear
any “Mastering Invalid” errors.
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4.2 Mastering Indicators
Once Orbit GCS is mastered, dimensions receiving values from at least one mastered input will
have an indicator to display that mastering is in use.
Vertical Bars Mastering Indicator

Horizontal Bars Mastering Indicator

DRO Mastering Indicator

4.3 Mastering Invalid Error
When mastering becomes invalid (for example, if a mastering condition has been exceeded).
dimensions receiving inputs from mastered inputs will display the error “Mastering Invalid” and
turn red. In addition on Orbit GCS initially entering the “Mastering Invalid” state, a window will
appear with the condition that has caused mastering to become invalid.

The Mastering Invalid error condition can be cleared in three ways:

1:

Mastering on the Gauge Page. The hardware must remain the same and values
must remain within the limits set when the initial master was created.

2:

Creating a new Master File via the menus. The values from the last master file
will be copied into the new master file for easy setup and a new master log file will
be created.

3:

Clearing mastering (via the menus). Mastering will be removed and the input
values will return to unmastered readings.

Methods 2 and 3 can only be performed by an operator with supervisor level access.
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4.4 Mastering Menus
The master configuration section of Orbit GCS is access via the Part Tab of the Menu Screens

Clicking Mastering enters the Master Files list screen, which lists all log files for the Part. This
screen allows the creation of a new master data log file, viewing and deletion of old log files,
adjustment of wear offsets and viewing of the current counters for the mastering conditions. See
section Master Log Files Screen.

Clicking on Clear Mastering will remove mastering from all inputs and any “Mastering Invalid”
errors. To return to mastered readings, mastering must be performed again.

Both of these mastering options require a supervisor operator to login. To configure operators
see the section Operators.
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4.5 Master Log Files Screen

This screen allows mastering to be configured and the current state of the mastering conditions
to be viewed.
The options are:
New:
Defines the mastering configuration, creates a new Master Data Log File and
completes the initial mastering. See section New Master File (Initial Mastering
Configuration).
View Log:
Views a master data log file. The master log file contains the mastering
configuration and values at each mastering operation. See section Mastering View
Log File.
Delete:
Deletes all the selected master log files. Warning: Once deleted the files cannot
be restored!
Adjust Wear Offsets:
This screen allows wear offsets currently in use to be changed (wear offsets are
values set to account for wear of the master). Warning, if a wear offset is
changed mastering will be required. See section Wear Offsets..
View Current Mastering Conditions:
This screen displays the mastering conditions in the master file currently in use. See
section Mastering Conditions.
Close:
Returns to the Part Configuration screen.
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4.6 New Master File (Initial Mastering Configuration)
On clicking new on the master files screen, the Master File configuration screen will be shown

Initially mastering values will be copied from the last master file in use (if any). Any new
modules or channels found in the hardware configuration will be added to a new Mastering
Group at the end of the Mastering Groups list. The new inputs can easily be assigned to
another group by selecting the destination group, selecting the new modules and clicking the
assign to group (<<) button.

1:

Master File Name. This is the name of the master data log file saved to disk.

2:

Mastering Groups. These are groups of inputs to be mastered together and the
type of mastering to be applied. The new, edit and delete buttons create, edit and
delete a mastering group respectively. Double clicking a mastering group will select
all the inputs assigned to that group in the inputs list. New and Edit bring up a
window allowing the group name and type of mastering to be changed.

3:

Assign to Group Button (<<). On clicking this button every selected input will be
moved into the group selected in the groups list.
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1:

Inputs List. This list holds every module and channel in the mastering configuration along
with the group to which they are assigned. The datum at the mean, or minimum and
maximum points are displayed (unless the group to which the module belongs is not
mastered). The list is drag drop enabled. The selected inputs can be dragged from one
position to another within their group and also dragged and dropped into another group.
The selected inputs can also be moved into another group by dragging them into the
Mastering Groups list.
The buttons are:
Select All:

Selects every input.

Select None: Deselects every input.
Read:

Reads every selected input and updates the Reading column.

Move Up:

Moves every selected input up one position within their group.

Move Down: Moves every selected input down one position within their group.
2:

Assign to Group Button (<<). Every selected input will be moved into the group selected
in the groups list.

3:

Master Values and ± Limits: These textboxes display the datums and ± limits of the first
selected input. Modifying a value modifies every selected input in the list. The min, mean
and max values are the values of the min, max and mean datums. The ± limits specify the
maximum allowed change relative to the input read at initial mastering on subsequent
masterings (after the wear offset is applied). If a limit is exceeded a new master data file
must be created before the part can be mastered and gauging resumed.

4:

Input Resolution: This changes the number of decimal places shown for values and
reading on the mastering screens. This defaults to four decimal places.
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The highlighted section allows the mastering conditions which require Orbit GCS to be
mastered to be specified. The conditions are checked on the Gauge Page (except whilst in
logging mode) and when exceeded the part must be mastered again. The conditions must be
switched on with the ON button next to them to become active.
The available conditions are:
Remaster Interval:

The date/time of the last mastering will be recorded and mastering
will be required when the time interval specified has passed. The
interval can be specified in minutes, hours or days.

Log Start Max Count:

The log count is incremented every time a logging operation
finishes or is aborted. Once the count exceeds the limit mastering
will be required

Reading Count:

The reading count is incremented every time a reading is taken.
Once the count exceeds the limit and logging mode is exited
mastering will be required

Dimension Value Limit:

A dimension to monitor for value changes. The value of the
dimension is recorded immediately after mastering and if the
dimension value changes ± by the amount specified in the Value
Change box then mastering will be required.

Additionally, a Logic Element output action can be set to trigger mastering, see section Flow
For Adding A Logical Dimension.

The current values for the mastering conditions can be viewed in Menu → Part → Mastering →
--> View Current Mastering Triggers. See section Mastering Conditions.
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When the mastering conditions are first exceeded the remastering required window will appear
and every input will go into a “Mastering Invalid” error condition.

Clicking mastering will start the Mastering Process See section Mastering Process. The
master button will be disabled if the hardware configuration has changed as a new master data
log file must be created.

1:

Enforce Mastering Limits. If switched on Orbit GCS mastering cannot be completed
if any of the inputs exceed the ± limits set for their min, max or mean datum points.
A new master data file will be required to master again or the error must be
resolved.

1:

Mode: This button sets the mastered output mode:

2:
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Absolute:

The output is the mastered value

Zero To Stroke:

Either the min point or mean point is zeroed depending on the
mastering configured.

Create Master. Once mastering is configured, this button starts the Mastering
Process to create the initial master. See section Mastering Process.
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4.7 Mastering Process
Mastering is initiated by:
1) Clicking the Master button on the Gauge Page.
2) Clicking the master button on the Remaster Required Window
3) From the Adjust Wear Offsets screen after any offset has been modified.

Mastering is also initiated during the process of creating a master file. The operator must
proceed through each step in turn to complete mastering. The back button can be used to
return to the previous step if required and the process can be cancelled at any point.

4.7.1 Step 1 Mastering Login
On starting mastering a list of operators is displayed. The operator performing mastering must
log in by selecting their entry in the list, entering their passcode (if set) and clicking next. This
step is omitted during the process of creating an initial master as the operator is already logged
in.
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4.7.2 Step 2 Select Mastering Group
The operator must select the mastering group to master. The first group where mastering has
not already been completed will be automatically selected so that the operator can click simply
click next to continue the process. This step is omitted if there is only a single Mastering Group

4.7.3 Step 3 Apply Mean (or Minimum Master).
The operator will be prompted to apply the master. The inputs will be directly read and the
reading displayed on charts. The charts will be automatically scaled from the module offset to
the module offset+stroke.

If enforce limits is turned on limit lines will appear on the chart and the bar will turn red when the
current reading is out of bounds (There will be no limit lines on creating the initial master as
there are no values to compare against).
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If there are more inputs than can be displayed on a single page, the operator can scroll through
the inputs using the left and right arrows or the scrollbar.

On clicking next the values are read and stored. Should there be an error (either an input above
or below the limit or a reading error) then a window will appear detailing every error on every
input.

4.7.4 Step 4 Apply Maximum Master.
If the current mastering group is configured for full mastering then the operator will be prompted
to apply the maximum master. The process is exactly the same as step 3 except there is an
additional check that the minimum input value < maximum value.

If there are more groups to master then the process returns to step 2 to begin mastering the
next group.
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4.7.5 Step 5 Mastering Completed

Once every mastering group has completed mastering the Mastering Completed screen is
shown. This screen allows the operator to review the input values read before applying the new
mastering to the live configuration.

On clicking Apply Master the new values will be applied to the part and the new values written
to the master data log file. Orbit GCS will then switch to the Gauge Page.

4.7.6 Cancelling Mastering
If the logged in user is an operator, and mastering is cancelled after the login page, then a
supervisor will be required to login in order to return to the Gauge Page. Orbit GCS will also not
allow exiting the application using the close button on the title bar. This is to prevent operators
unintentionally exiting mastering without completing the mastering operation.
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4.8 Mastering View Log File
The mastering section of Orbit GCS (Menu → Part → Mastering) has a screen to view the
master data log file. This is a historical log of the initial master and subsequent masterings of
the part.

First select the log file to be viewed and click the view log button:

The log viewer screen will appear:
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1.

This section displays the filename, when the initial master was created and who the
initial master as created by.

2.

This list displays each Mastering Group and the type of mastering configured for
that group.

3.

This list displays each input (module or WCM channel) contained within the
Mastering Group selected and the mean (or min and max) datum points and
mastering limits.

4.

This list displays the values recorded for the selected input at each mastering
(including the initial mastering) and the wear offset used at that time.

5.

View Remaster Conditions opens a window to display the mastering conditions
defined at the point of creating the initial master. If master limit enforcement is
enabled and the mastering mode are also displayed. The counters for the master
file in use can be viewed from the “View Current Mastering Triggers” button on the
Master Files list. See section Mastering Conditions.
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4.9 Wear Offsets
A wear offset is a value applied at the time of mastering to account for wear of the master. The
offset will be subtracted from the value read from the input. All wear inputs are zero at the time
of creating the initial master and can be adjusted by a supervisor later.

To change the wear offsets access the wear offsets screen via Menu → Part → Mastering →
Adjust Wear Offsets

1:

This is the list of mastering groups in the current mastering configuration.

2:
This is the list of inputs in the selected mastering group. For each datum point (mean,
min or max) the value, initial value, current value (the current value is the value at the last
mastering) and wear offset in use is shown.
3:
These boxes display the Mean (or Min and Max) wear offsets for the first selected input
in the mastering modules and channels list. Updating the value updates the wear offset for
every selected input.
4:

Select All:

Selects every input in the modules and channels list.

Select None: Clears the current selection.
Read Hardware:
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Reads all the selected modules.
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4.10 Mastering Conditions
Mastering conditions are values that when exceeded require the part to be mastered again
before gauging can continue. The conditions are checked whilst Orbit GCS is in “Running”
mode. They are not checked whilst in “Logging” mode to prevent logging failing part way
through measuring a part.

Mastering Conditions are defined when creating a new master file (see section New Master File
(Initial Mastering Configuration)) and cannot be modified later without creating a new master
file. The current counters can be viewed from the Mastering Log Files Screen (see Master Log
Files Screen). On clicking the “View Current Mastering Triggers” button the screen below will
appear:

The values displayed are:
Enforce Mastering Limits:

Shows if mastering ± limits are enforced on remastering.

Mastering Mode:

Displays if the mastered values are zeroed.

The next sections only appear if the mastering condition is in use.

Interval Timer:
Remaster Every:

The timer interval between remastering.

Last Mastered:

The date and time mastering was last performed.

Time Remaining:

The time remaining until mastering must be performed
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Log starts:
Remaster after N log starts:

The number of log starts between remastering.

Current Log Start Count:

The number of log starts recorded since mastering
was last performed.

Remaining Log Starts

The number of log starts remaining until mastering
must be performed

Readings:
Remaster after N readings:

The number of readings between remastering.

Current Reading Count:

The number of readings recorded since mastering was
last performed.

Remaining Log Starts

The number of log starts remaining until mastering
must be performed

Monitor Dimension
Monitor Dimension

The name of the dimension being monitored for value
changes.

Max Value Change

The ± maximum amount the value recorded at the time
of the last mastering can change by before mastering
will be triggered.

Value at mastering

The value of the dimension recorded at the last
mastering.

Last checked value

The value of the dimension the last time the dimension
value was checked.

Difference:

The difference between the dimension value recorded
at the last mastering and the dimension value at the
last check.
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4.11 Master Data Log File
When a new master file is created, a master log data file is created to log the values at initial
mastering and log the updated values on remastering. This log file is created in the same
location as the measurement log file in a subdirectory named:
MeasurementDataFiles_[Part Name].

For example, if the part is configured to log to C:\LogFiles, and the part is named Part1, master
data log files will be created in:

C:\LogFiles\MeasurementDataFiles_Part1

The log file will begin with a header section giving the most basic log of the part the master file
is for, the name and who created it. Other basic settings including master mode and limits
settings will also be included.
Example:

Part:
Master Data File:
Created:
Creator Operator Code:
Creator Operator Name:
Enforce Master Limits
Mastering Mode:

[Part Name]
[Master File Name]
[TimeStamp]
[Operator Code]
[Operator Name]
On/Off
Absolute

Next will be a section giving the conditions defined to requiring remastering
Example:

Remaster
Conditions
Interval
Log Start Count
Reading Count
Dimension Value
Change
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4
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10
Dimension 1

Hours

10
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The next section will give the initial master, including the hardware details.
Example:

Initial Master
Module Name
Channel Name
Mastering Group
Mastering Type
Resolution
UOM
Nominal Value
Actual Value
Limit
Wear Offset

[Module Name]
[Channel Name]
[Group Name]
Mean Master
[resolution]
[uom]
[Nominal Value]
[Actual Value]
[Limit]
[Wear Offset]

[Module Name]
[Channel Name]
[Group Name]
Full Master
[uom]
[Min Value]
[Actual Min Value]
[Limit]
[Wear Offset]

[Max Value]
[Actual Max Value]
[Limit]
[Wear Offset]

In this example there are placeholders for two mastered probes:
1: The first is an example of a log where the probe is mastered using mean mastering,
therefore it only has a mean datum.
2: The second is an example of a log where the probe is mastered using full mastering.
Two columns will be created, one for the min datum and one for the max datum.
3: Inputs that are not mastered will not be included in the log file.

The final section of the log file is a log of each time the part is remastered. Each remastering is
contained on a single line

The first columns contain the remaster time and the operator who performed the remaster:
Example:

ReMaster Log
Remaster Time
09/05/2019
09/05/2019
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1
1
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Each input will then have its own columns in the remaster section:
Example of an input mastered using mean mastering:

[Module 1] Mean Value
5
5

Actual Value
5.5
5.5

Wear Offset
0.2
0.2

The actual value recorded will be the actual value read from the input minus the wear offset.
When the wear offset is changed, the new value will not be applied to the input until the part is
remastered.

Example of an input mastered using full mastering, here there are two sets of columns. The first
set of columns is for the minimum position, the second set of columns is for the max position:

[Module 2] Min
Value
4
4
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Actual Value
3.3
3.3

Wear
Offset
0.2
0.2
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[Module 2]
Max Value
6
6

Actual
Value
6.6
6.6

Wear
Offset
0.2
0.2
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5 SPC
5.1 Overview
Orbit GCS can plot SPC charts and histograms and monitor for an out of control process as
data is logged. It can notify the operator when a process becomes out of control by
automatically displaying the charts that are in an out of control condition. GCS offers multiple
options for configuring how SPC data is sampled. To enable SPC features you must have
licenced Orbit GCS with an appropriate licence see Licensing Options.
SPC configuration is accessed via the SPC button on the Part tab of GCS whilst GCS is in
configuration mode. The SPC button can be locked so that the supervisor password must be
correctly entered before SPC configuration can be accessed (See Supervisor Screen).

Orbit GCS will sample data when a new reading is logged and the configured sample conditions
are met. The conditions can include every log, after N minutes, after N readings or more. See
Data Store and Subgroup Size Configuration.

Chart Types Supported:
Chart

Description

I – MR

Individual Observations and Moving Range. The I chart plots every
individual SPC sample taken. The MR chart plots the range between an
observation and the previous observation.

X̄ - R

Mean and Range. SPC samples are grouped and the mean is plotted on
the X̄ charts The range between the max and min in the group is plotted
on R charts.

X̄ - S

Mean and Standard Deviation. SPC samples are grouped and the mean
is plotted on the X̄ chart. The standard deviation of the group is plotted on
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the S chart.

5.2 Orbit GCS SPC Operation
To configure Orbit GCS for SPC:

1) Configure the part for measurement by
following the instructions in Section 2 Using
Orbit GCS.
2) If the part is mastered, setup and perform
initial mastering following the instructions in
Section 4 Mastering.
3) Configure SPC for every dimension. At this
point the out of control process checks should
be turned off to prevent SPC chart out of control
warnings appearing before the limits have been
set. If there are many dimensions to be
configured with the same settings, a copy
function is provided on the SPC screen to copy
settings to other dimensions. See SPC
Configuration Screen.
4) If you already have values for the SPC chart
control limits, enter them on the SPC
configuration screen and skip to item 7 in this
list.
5) Ensuring that the process remains under
control, log data allowing Orbit GCS to sample
for SPC charts. A large number of readings
should be taken so that the control limits can be
accurately calculated taking into account the
normal variance of the process. The control
limits can be calculated as many times as
required to ensure they are stable.
6) Calculate the control limits using the button
on the chart screen for each dimension (see ).
During this configuration period the control
limits can be calculated at any time, if it is
necessary to monitor the limits until they are
stable with the process known to be under
control.
7) Return to the SPC screen and lock the
control limits to prevent operators from using
the calculate control limit button. If Orbit GCS is
to monitor for out of control processes,
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configure and enable the checks to be
performed.
8) The control charts can be viewed at any time
by pressing the charts button on a readout or
using a soft button configured to view charts.

5.3 SPC Configuration Screen

1.

List of Dimensions.

The SPC settings shown on the rest of this screen are the
settings for the dimension selected in this list.

2.

SPC On/Off

This turns on or off SPC for the dimension entirely (when
switched off SPC samples will not be taken and SPC
charts will not be available).

3.

Chart Buttons on Readouts

If switched on, an SPC button will appear on the
dimension readout allowing the SPC charts to be viewed.
If off then the charts can only be viewed from the SPC
configuration screen or via a soft key configured to show
SPC charts. Out of control charts will still appear when an
out of control test fails for the first time even if the chart
button is turned off.

4.

Out Of Control Dimensions

This button displays the Out Of Control Charts screen.
See

5.

Copy settings.

This allows the current SPC settings to be copied to other
dimension(s). This saves time when setting up SPC.

For example:
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1) First configure SPC for dimension 1.
2) Click copy settings, the select destination settings window will appear.

3) Select every dimension that will have the same settings as dimension 1.
4) Uncheck the retain existing data if any existing PC data on the destination
dimension is to be deleted.
5) Every dimension will now have the same SPC settings as dimension 1.

5.3.1 Data Store and Subgroup Size Configuration

1.

The data store max size. This is the maximum number of readings that Orbit GCS will
retain in the part file. Older readings are automatically discarded once the data store is
full. Import and Export enable the data store to be written to disk and imported from disk
as a simple list of numbers. View readings displays readings in the data store (grouped as
configured for the charts). Clear Storage empties the data store completely.

2.

Autosave will auto save the part to disk to retain SPC samples in the event of power loss.
When turned on the part will be auto saved if the number of minutes specified has passed
and new SPC data has been sampled since the last save.

3.

Subgroup Size. This setting is the number of SPC samples that are grouped together to
form a subgroup on X̄ - R and X̄ - S charts. I - MR charts always display individual
observations and the range between an observation and the previous observation, so
there is no subgroup size to configure for that chart type.

4.

This setting controls how Orbit GCS takes samples for SPC Charts when logging data.
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In this table a reading is the value recorded every time a sample trigger fires in logging
mode. It is possible to sample for SPC without logging to disk by using the log mode type
None (see Logging Screen).

Sample On Setting

Description

Every Logged Reading

An SPC sample is taken for every reading logged.

First N on Start Log

The SPC samples are taken for the first N readings taken on
entering logging mode. In batch more this will be the first N for
each item in the batch.

Every N readings

SPC is sampled on every Nth reading. For example if N is 3
the 1st, 4th, 7th … reading will be sampled. This option should be
used if the timing between samples is critical as the time span
between readings is corrected for drift.

Every N minutes

An SPC sample will be taken on the next reading after N
minutes have passed since the last sample (the time interval
will drift as GCS will not attempt to catch up if data is not
logged immediately after N minutes has passed).

First N readings in a
batch

On starting logging a batch, GCS will start taking SPC samples
until N samples have been recorded. After that, Orbit GCS will
not start logging again until the next batch.

None

SPC samples must be triggered by a soft key or a logic
function (the latter could be configured to sample via a DIOM
input).

5.3.2 Control Limit Configuration

1)

This section allows the control limits for the charts to be modified. The location chart limits
are on the left (X̄ or I) and the variation chart limits are on the right (MR, R or S). If the
values are modified the mean is automatically calculated and positioned half way between
the lower control limit (LCL) and upper control limit (UCL).

2)

When checked the control limits are locked preventing the control limits being modified on
this screen screen or calculated on the chart screen. This prevents operators changing
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the control limits accidentally. The chart type and subgroup size is also locked when the
control limits are locked.
3)

Chart Type. Selects the type of SPC chart to be plotted and checked for out of control
processes. The chart types are listed under in the Overview section.

5.3.3 Histogram Configuration

This sets the number of intervals plotted on the histogram screen. The minimum number
of intervals is 5 and the maximum 100. Histograms plot all the data in the SPC data store.

5.3.4 Chart Appearance Configuration

This section controls how SPC charts are plotted. UCL, Mean, X̄ and R control the lines on
control charts. “Hist. Bar” controls the histogram bar colour. Click on the colour boxes to change
the colour, select the line style (solid, dotted etc.) from the drop down list and enter the line
width.

The SPC charts for the dimension can be viewed by clicking the View Charts button.

5.3.5 Standard Deviation Type

This section configures the standard deviation (population or sample) plotted on S̄ charts and
used to calculate control limits (using the calculate button on the chart displays).
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Sample (n-1)
The standard deviation formula is:

s=

√

∑ ( X−X )2
(n−1)

All control limits are calculated as three sample standard deviations from the mean of the chart
points of the chart (I, XX̄, MR, R or S depending on the chart). SPC constants are not used.

Population (n)
The standard deviation formula is:

σ=

√

∑ ( X− X)2
n

All control limits are calculated as three population sample standard deviations from the mean
of the chart points of the chart (I, X̄, MR, R or S depending on the chart). SPC constants are not
used.

SPC Constants

Sample standard deviation (n-1) is used to plot S charts. Control limits are set from the mean of
the chart (I, X̄, MR, R or S depending on the chart). The distance from the mean calculated
using a table of constants and the formulas in the table below. The distance from the mean of
the location chart is calculated using the mean of variance chart.

The formulae in this table are used to calculate the control limits when the standard deviation
setting is SPC Constants.
Chart

I −MR

X̄−R

X̄−S
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Location Chart Limits

I UCL= Ī +3 (

¯
MR
)
d2

I LCL= Ī −3(

¯
MR
)
d2

Variance Chart Limits

¯
MRUCL =D 4 MR

MR LCL=0

¯ + A 2 R̄
X̄ UCL= X̄

RUCL=D4 R̄

¯ −A 2 R̄
X̄ LCL= X̄

R LCL=D3 R̄

¯ + A 3 S̄
X̄ UCL = X̄

S UCL=B4 S̄

¯ −A 3 S̄
X̄ LCL= X̄

S LCL =B 3 S̄
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A3, A4, d2, D3, D4, B3 and B4 are SPC constants.

5.3.6 Out of Control Conditions Configuration

This section allows each test to be turned on or off and the number of subgroups (or
observations for I charts) in each test to be modified. See Out of Control Processes for a
description of each test.

5.4 SPC Chart Display
To access the SPC chart display click the chart button on a readout, the view charts button on
the SPC configuration screen or configure and click a Soft Key. The SPC chart for the
dimension will be displayed. The chart is plotted with the oldest data on the left of the screen
and newest on the right. Whilst displayed the screen will update once per second to display new
data as it is logged.
The chart display is highly configurable. The line colours, width and style can all be set on the
SPC configuration screen. See Chart Appearance Configuration. The chart Y axis will
automatically adjust to display all the available chart points. Variance charts (MR, R and S) will
not plot negative values (as ranges and standard deviations cannot be negative).
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1.

Chart Selection. These select the chart to be displayed: location (I or X̄), variance
(MR, R or S) or histogram.

2.

Zoom. This selects the number of subgroups to be displayed on the screen at once. If
more chart points can be plotted than the value chosen a scrollbar will appear and the
navigation buttons (5) used to navigate through the data.

3.

Calculate Control Limits. This calculates the upper and lower control limits using ALL
of the data in the SPC data store for the dimension. See the section Standard
Deviation Type for a description of how the calculation is performed.

4.

Export Chart Data. This exports the chart (every point, visible and off screen) to a
CSV file.

5.

Copy Chart Image. This copies the chart image (the currently displayed chart) to the
clipboard as a picture.

6.

Navigation buttons. These navigate back and forwards through the chart data. Each
button moves the chart by the number of items in the current zoom level.

7.

Print. This sends the current chart image to the printer.

8.

Close. This closes the chart display and returns to the previous display.

5.5 Out of Control Processes
5.5.1 Overview:
Orbit GCS can monitor SPC data as it is sampled and switch to a chart view when the chart
changes from in control to out of control. Additionally the SPC button on readouts flashes red
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whilst the latest data logged is out of control. See the description of each test at the section Out
of Control Signals.

Out of Control Dimensions:

WARNING Only the latest data logged is checked (data previously logged will have been
previously been checked and the operator notified on the chart becoming out of control).
Therefore the chart may be out of control, but will NOT be flagged as such if the last few
subgroups logged are under control (GCS assumes the process has been returned to an
under control state).

The out of control charts screen can be secured requiring the supervisor password to be
entered to close the screen to return to normal operation. (Note: If logging is triggered, for
example by a keypress, foot pedal or timer etc. whilst the screen is displayed new values will be
logged even with the out of control chart screen displayed).

Whilst any dimension is out of control, the out of control chart screen can be recalled using the
out of control dimensions button on the SPC configuration page.

5.5.2 Out of Control Signals
Orbit GCS supports five different types of out of control signal. Each signal can be configured
on or off and the number of subgroups modified on the SPC Configuration Screen. Whilst
logging Orbit GCS continually checks for out of control signals and will automatically display the
Out of Control Condition Detected screen when a dimension switches from under control to out
of control.

Test

Description

1

Single Subgroup Outside Control Limits
The latest subgroup (X̄ charts) or value (I charts) sampled are checked. If the value is
above the upper control limit or below the lower control limit then the dimension is
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marked as out of control.
2

n of m Subgroups > 2σ from the Mean on the same side of the mean.
The latest m subgroups (X̄ charts) or values (I charts) sampled are checked. If n of
them are more than 2σ from the mean on the same side of the mean (n above or n
below 2σ) then the dimension is marked as out of control.

3

n of m Subgroups > 1σ from the Mean on the same side of the mean.
The latest m subgroups (X̄ charts) or values (I charts) sampled are checked. If n of
them are more than σ from the mean on the same side of the mean (n above or n
below σ) then the dimension is marked as out of control.

4

n Subgroups on the same side of the centre line.
Tests the latest n subgroups. If all n are on the same side of the centre line (mean)
then the dimension is marked as out of control.

5

n Subgroups in the same direction
Tests the latest n subgroups. If all n are increasing, or all n are decreasing compared
to the previous subgroup, then the dimension is marked as out of control

5.5.3 Out of Control Condition Detected Screen
The Out of Control Condition detected screen appears when a dimension changes under
control to out of control. It can also be recalled from the SPC configuration screen, provided
there is at least one dimension in an out of control condition.
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The screen contains every chart for the part that is currently in an out of control condition. If
more than six dimensions are out of control then the dimension charts are split into pages. Up
to six dimensions are displayed per page.
The controls on this screen are:
1.

Print. This button switches to a print preview display. The charts can be printed by
clicking the print icon (see below).

2.

Copy to Clipboard. An image of the current chart page is copied to the clipboard.

3.

Close. This closes the screen and returns to the previous screen.

4.

Scroll Up. Scrolls the current page up.

5.

Scroll Down. Scrolls the current page down.

6.

Previous Page. Moves to the previous page of charts.

7.

Next Page. Moves to the next page of charts.

On clicking print, the print preview window opens:
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1.

Sends the document to the printer.

2.

Closes the print preview window and returns to the Chart Out Of Control screen.
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7 APPENDIXES
Appendix A – Maths Operators
Operator

Description

Example of Use

(..)

Inserts an open and close bracket and positions the cursor
between the brackets.

(A + B) / C

(

Inserts an open bracket

(A + B) / C

,

Inserts a comma (acts as a function argument separator).

Min(A, B)

)

Inserts a close bracket

(A + B) / C

+

Addition. Adds operand A to operand B.

A+B

-

Subtraction. Subtracts operand B from operand A.

A–B

*

Multiplication. Multiplies operand A by operand B.

A*B

/

Division. Divides operand A by operand B.

A/B

=

Equality. Returns true if operand A is equal in value to
operand B.

A=B

≠

Not Equal To. Returns true if A has a different value to B

A≠B

<

Less Than. Test if operand A is smaller in value than operand A < B
B.

>

Greater Than. Test if operand A is greater in value than
operand B.

A>B

≤

Less Than or Equal To. Test if operand A is smaller or equal
in value to operand B

A≤B

≥

Greater Than or Equal To. Test if operand A is greater or
equal in value to operand B

A≥B

AND

Returns true if both A and B are true.

A AND B

OR

Returns true if A or B is true and true if both A and B are true. A OR B

NAND

Not And. Returns true unless both operands are true.

A NAND B

NOR

Not Or. Returns true if both A and B are false

A NOR B

NOT

Not. Inverts the value of the operand.

NOT A
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XOR

503585

Returns true if either A or B are true but not if both are true.
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Appendix B – Maths Functions
Function

Description

Example

Cos

Cosine. Returns the cosine of the angle A (A will
either be degrees or radians depending on the
overall settings for the formula).

Cos(A)

Sin

Sine. Returns the sine of the angle A (A will either
be degrees or radians depending on the overall
settings for the formula).

Sin(A)

Tan

Tangent. Returns the tangent of the angle A (A will Tan(A)
either be degrees or radians depending on the
overall settings for the formula).

Log10

Returns the base 10 logarithm of the argument A.

Log10(A)

Asin

Arcsin. Returns the angle that gives the sin value
from the argument (The inverse sin).

Asin(A)

Atan

Arctan. Returns the angle that gives the tan value
from the argument A (The inverse tan).

Atan(A)

Acos

Arccos. Returns the angle that gives the cos value Acos(A)
in the argument A (The inverse cos).

Abs

Returns the absolute value of the argument
(negative values are returned as a positive value).

Abs(A)

Sqr

Returns the square of the argument (A*A).

Sqr(A)

Sqrt

Return the square root of the argument

Sqrt(A)

Exp

Returns the mathematical constant e raised to the
power of the argument (Exp(3) is e3)

Exp(A)

Min

Returns the argument with the smallest value.

Min(A,B)

Max

Returns the argument with the largest value.

Max(A,B)

Avg

Mean Average. Returns the result of adding all the Avg(A,B,C)
arguments together and dividing by the number of
arguments.

Med

Median Average. Orders the arguments by value
and returns the middle argument. If the number of
arguments is even the result of adding the middle
two arguments together and dividing by two is
returned.
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Floor

Returns the value of the argument rounded down Floor(A)
to the nearest whole number (Floor(3.7) returns 3)

Ceiling

Returns the value of the argument rounded up to
the nearest whole number (Ceiling(5.1) returns 6)

Ceiling (B)

Mod

Modulus. Divides argument A by argument B and
returns the remainder (Mod(5,3) returns the value
2).

Mod(5,3)

If

Evaluates the formula A, If A evaluates to true, the If(A,B,C)
function returns B, otherwise the function returns
C.

PMin(x)

Returns the minimum value of x since the last
reset or start of gauging.

PMin(A)

This peak can only be reset using the “Clear Peak
All” button, the “Reset Peak” logic action or the
“Reset Peak on Measure Start” setting.
PMin(x,y) Returns the value of y when then minimum value x Pmin(A,B)
was stored. This can be used to read the angle of
the minimum point from an encoder for example.

This peak can only be reset using the “Clear Peak
All” button, the “Reset Peak” logic action or the
“Reset Peak on Measure Start” setting.
PMax(x)

Returns the maximum value of x since the last
reset or start of gauging.

PMax(A)

This peak can only be reset using the “Clear Peak
All” button, the “Reset Peak” logic action or the
“Reset Peak on Measure Start” setting.
PMax(x,y) Returns the value of y when then maximum value
x was stored. This can be used to read the angle
of the maximum point from an encoder for
example.

PMax(A,B)

This peak can only be reset using the “Clear Peak
All” button, the “Reset Peak” logic action or the
“Reset Peak on Measure Start” setting.
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Appendix C – Maths Constants and Variables
Constant

Description

Log Mode T/F

True whilst the Gauge Computer is in logging mode.

Pi

The mathematical constant Pi (ratio of the circumference of a circle
to its diameter).

Reading Number

The reading number, starting at reading number 1.

Reading Time

The time in milliseconds since logging started.

Year

The year value from the system clock (e.g. 2019).

Month

The month value from the system clock (e.g. December = 12).

Day

The day of the month value from the system clock.

Hour

The hour value from the system clock.

Minute

The minute value from the system clock.

Second

The seconds value from the system clock.
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